
The heading from the Friday Fratzke Case

Premises Liability - The plaintiff (a morbidly obese bill collector) tripped on a small parking lot

depression and fell to the ground – he sustained soft-tissue injuries and the aggravation of

degenerative disc disease – the plaintiff failed to supplement his CR 8.01(2) answers and the trial

granted a defense Fratzke motion globally limiting the plaintiff’s damages to $2,522, that sum

representing the plaintiff’s last supplemented answer for medical bills – as it turned out the jury

awarded just $1,242 in medicals and nothing for pain and suffering

Zeeks v. Speedway, 11-1763   

Plaintiff: Christopher D. Byers, Young Injury Law, Cincinnati, OH

Defense: Andrew M. Palmer and D. Christopher Robinson, Frost Brown Todd, Louisville, KY

Verdict: $1,242 for plaintiff less 50% comparative fault

Court: Boone, J. Frohlich, 

11-15-13

Why the malpractice is not exhausted by the verdict

    I’d argue not because at the time the Fratzke problem was presented, plaintiff’s counsel immediately

became conflicted.  His interests were then opposed to those of Zeeks.  That is, if plaintiff’s counsel gave

the best trial presentation in the history of trials, or even a good one, and Zeeks took an award of

$100,000, all of that sum above $2,544 would represent the value of the malpractice case – a sum the

lawyer would be paying.

    By contrast if the lawyer didn’t do as well at trial. And wasn’t as motivated and the award was less

than $2,544, the value of the malpractice would be extinguished in theory.  No harm. No foul.

    And that’s the problem.  A plaintiff in a civil jury trial wants a lawyer that lacks this conflict.  That has

his interest first and foremost.  Even assuming the best of his intentions for plaintiff’s counsel (arguing

the case of his life even though it increases his malpractice exposure), the plaintiff still wants a lawyer

without the appearance and taint of conflict.

    Thus it is my suggestion that when a plaintiff’s lawyer has been Fratzke’d, the standard of care requires

him to do several things.  As a lawyer only gets Fratzke’d in trial (it would be malpractice to raise the

issue by the defendant at any other time), the duties are special for that lawyer because the trial has

begun.  The lawyer must do the following or have committed a second malpractice in addition to the

original Fratzke problem:

(1) Counsel his client on his malpractice,

(2) Explain the inherent conflict that now exists between his interests and those of the client,

(3) Move to withdraw from the case, and

(4) seek a mistrial or continuance so that plaintiff may engage new counsel. 


